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Is there an art of translation?
Is translation necessary, or indeed possible?
Michael Worton
Is translation necessary? This is a strangely old-fashioned - and
defensive· question, one which suggests that the debate about
translation has not moved far beyond the parameters established in
the Renaissance with its concerns for Defences and Illustrations and,
indeed, Du Bellay's sagely nodding citation ofthe Italian maxim
traduttore, traditore. But why privilege art, even anxiously? 'Why not
ask ifthere is a science oftranslation? Or a technology of
translation? Or a mechanics oftranslation? And so on... It would
seem to me much more important and interesting to ask what
translation is and does, what it can be and do and what it can (often
dangerously) become than to agonize about whether or not there is
an art oftranslation. In other words, we should today be asking
epistemological, ontological - and political - questions rather than
narrowly aesthetic ones.
Is translation necessary, or indeed possible? Ofcourse, it is
necessary, and ofcourse, it is possible - although it is undeniable that
some things cannot ever be translated, even partially. This is one of
the joys, as well as one ofthe drawbacks, ofworking in and with
language: its self-specificity, which is both challenge and resistance,
seduction and alienation. Translation is necessary, so that the text
can be read by foreigners to its language and to the culture that
grounds and makes it possible; it is necessary also, so that its own
inherent difference, its eternal and essential difference from itself, can
be exposed· and exploited.
However, I would add that I find the 'indeed' in this question
troubling, symptomatic ofa reactionary notion oflanguage, ofa
clinging to some kind ofnostalgia for the eternally lost linguistic
plenitude ofEden before Adamic naming, before the Fall perhaps,
and certainly before BabeL George Steiner is quite right to argue that
any attack on translation is only a weak form ofan attack on
language, although, as he points out trenchantly; 'The defence of
translation has the immense advantage ofabundant, vulgar fact'152
(After Babel: 250). Translation is, and translation must be. In the case
ofliterary translation, however, and especially perhaps in the case of
the translation ofpoetry, there is the question ofthe 'finishedness' of
the translation and also that ofthe 'authorial', even 'proprietorial',
relationship ofthe translator not only to the original, but also to his
or her 'own' poem. Despite the abiding power ofthe notion that
translation is a mode ofuncovering (as in the legend of the
Septuagint and the seventy separate but absolutely identical Greek
versions ofthe Hebrew Bible), the translator must surely be an
interventionist, not merely a discoverer but an inventor. Subject
undoubtedly to a dual anxiety ofinfluence, the translator is always in
search ofa voice, ofa voice between voices and bet'liJeeJl tongues. This
voice which is articulated and made to sing by the poet-translator
vibrates between two languages and two cultures, yet it must also be
an authentic and singular voice. Neither the voice ofthe translator
alone nor that ofthe original poet alone, it is a voice ofsharing, of
communion, a voice in and ofbecoming, a voice furthermore that
hails and calls the reader to presence in language.
Serge Gavronsky
To whom it may concern or Dear Sir/Sirs/Madame/Ms/Please be
kind enough to../scram/lay off/get lost/fuck offor......
Art: that's easier written than done. Let's say the body's 'art' or
the body's 'ear' or what Joyce called 'sound sense'. Where does it
come from? I know (says he immediately): it is instinctive. I read and
react. Where's the theory? Francis Ponge writes 'theorie' and means a
'procession': that's nice. Theory should be a friendly promenade,
looking here and there, taking this and that into consideration and,
to mock the bird in the branch (impossible to know ifthis is
singular or plural inJapanese), dispel all apprehension, declare a
truce for most ofthe so-called 'definitive' judgements. Most... not all!
I have a personal conviction that art in this case is inseparable from
ethics, that translation does not invent the original but casts its
shadow (the original's) on another sidewalk; that it comes to terms
with themes, tropes, structures, agrammaticalities, syntactical
'errors'... that it acknowledges deviant practices such as those initially
founded on power and defined with utmost clarity by Cicero and
then repeated by SaintJerome. By power I mean exactly that: the
politics ofit when a translator ballooned by the prestige ofhis or her